MAKING WAVES: THE NEXT WAVE

CLIMATE MARKETS AND AFRICA
Geoff Sinclair considers the current role of climate policy and markets in Africa,
the effectiveness of initiatives to date and what Paris can do to help
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THE CLEAN DEVELOPMENT
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Until prices fell, the private sector viewed
the Clean Development Mechanism (CDM)
as a potential economic incentive to
stimulate investment in green development.
Most African countries, however, largely
missed out, with the vast majority of
investment going to Brazil, China and India.
It it is clear that there were a number of
Source: International Energy Agency, Africa Energy Outlook 2014
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reasons for this:

Independent Power Provider Programme
(REIPPP) is good example. The REIPPP
consists of a series of tender rounds in
which prospective developers compete
based on the electricity tariff that their
project would require, and has yielded
remarkable results, including solar
PV tariffs that are lower than those of
competing thermal generation. The
success of the REIPPP, however, also
rests on government backing for the
power offtake, a well-developed legal and
regulatory framework and a grid capable of
Notes: Price fully indexed, average ZAR/kWh base April 2011. Source: South Africa Department of Energy
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“SPREADSHEET” ECONOMICS DOES NOT MEAN
THAT PROJECTS WILL HAPPEN

tools to international mechanisms
and standards, for example through
tradeable instruments.

early stage project development assistance,

•

in a timely manner, of a well-
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financial support, the African continent
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A complex ecosystem of initiatives is
already beginning to develop along these
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lines, and will continue to do so into 2016
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a nuanced way to boost the number
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of bankable sustainable development

The Green Climate Fund may also play a

projects and get them financed; and

become an important contributor to global
economic growth. The performance of
individual countries in Africa will always
vary, but Paris can play an important role in
helping them to get there.
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by stimulating the implementation,
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